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P R O C E E D I N G S 1 

 8:33 a.m. 2 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  The meeting will now 3 

come to order.  This is a meeting of the Reliability 4 

and PRA Subcommittee.  I'm John Stetkar, chairman of 5 

the subcommittee meeting. 6 

ACRS members in attendance are Ron 7 

Ballinger, Dennis Bley, Jose March-Leuba, and Joy 8 

Rempe.  John Lai of the ACRS staff is the Designated 9 

Federal Official for this meeting. 10 

The subcommittee will hear the progress of 11 

the working group on the update of Regulatory Guide 12 

1.174, an approach for using probabilistic risk 13 

assessment in risk-informed decisions on 14 

plant-specific changes to the licensing basis. 15 

There will be a phone bridge line.  To 16 

preclude interruption of the meeting, the phone will 17 

be placed on a listen-in mode during the presentations 18 

and committee discussions.  We have received no 19 

written comments or requests for time to make oral 20 

statements from members of the public regarding today's 21 

meeting.  The entire meeting will be open to public 22 

attendance.   23 

The subcommittee will gather information, 24 

analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate 25 
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proposed positions and actions as appropriate for 1 

deliberation by the full committee.  The rules for 2 

participation in today's meeting have been announced 3 

as part of the notice of this meeting previously 4 

published in the Federal Register.  A transcript of the 5 

meeting is being kept and will be made available as 6 

stated in the Federal Register notice. 7 

Therefore, we request that participants in 8 

this meeting use the microphones located throughout the 9 

meeting room when addressing the subcommittee.  The 10 

participants should first identify themselves and 11 

speak with sufficient clarity and volume so that they 12 

may be readily heard.  I'll also remind everybody to 13 

check your little communications devices and please 14 

turn them off or we will destroy them. 15 

Anders, make sure when you speak the little 16 

green light is on.  You have to be careful of hitting 17 

the microphone up there. 18 

We'll now proceed with the meeting and I 19 

understand Rich Correia has some opening remarks.  20 

Rich? 21 

MR. CORREIA:  Yes, thank you, and good 22 

morning.  I'm Rich Correia, the Division Director of 23 

Risk Analysis in the Office of Research.  I'm also the 24 

Research Steering Committee member that's overseeing 25 
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the working group working on this revision to Reg Guide 1 

1.174. 2 

John Monninger is the NRO Steering 3 

Committee member.  Joe Gitter is the NRR Steering 4 

Committee member. 5 

Today is the status briefing on Reg. Guide 6 

1.174.  It will also include a discussion of 7 

interactions with stakeholders and inform the 8 

subcommittee on items that external stakeholders have 9 

raised with us recently that we consider beyond scope 10 

of the current plan for this Reg. Guide.   11 

We'll also talk about path forward at this 12 

point.  Anders Gilbertson is the lead project 13 

manager for this effort and he'll give the 14 

presentation. 15 

I also wanted to inform the subcommittee 16 

that a differing professional opinion has been 17 

submitted on this Reg. Guide.  It's in process 18 

currently.  I think most of the information should be 19 

available to the subcommittee if they care to see that. 20 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Rich, I think we'd like 21 

to see that at an appropriate time, depending on where 22 

you are on the slope of resolution.   23 

MR. CORREIA:  I understand. 24 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  But we certainly would 25 
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like to see that. 1 

MR. CORREIA:  Okay, we'll do that.  That 2 

concludes my remarks.  I'd like to turn it over to 3 

Anders at this time. 4 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay, thank you, Rich.  5 

Good morning, everyone.  Since Rich already touched on 6 

the presentation overview on slide 2, I'll go ahead and 7 

skip to slide 3.  So I just wanted to give you a little 8 

bit of a background.  I'll keep this relatively brief 9 

since this was discussed in the last briefing we had 10 

on May 18th. 11 

So in 2011, SRM-SECY-11-0014 was issued.  12 

And that directed the staff to revise Reg. Guide 1.174 13 

using precise language so that we assure that the 14 

defense-in-depth philosophy is interpreted and 15 

implemented consistently.  After that SRM was issued, 16 

there was a working group -- a working group was 17 

convened.  And through the course of about a year, 18 

Draft Revision 3 was developed.  It was shared with the 19 

public in May of 2012.  That Draft Guide was DG-1285 20 

and that was sent out for public review and comment. 21 

We did receive public comments on that 22 

Draft Guide, but at that time the effort was postponed 23 

due to the fact that there was ongoing work with the 24 

Near-Time Task Force Recommendation 1 and the Risk 25 
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Management Regulatory Framework.  And so over the 1 

course of the last four years or so, those two efforts 2 

and others were brought to conclusion. 3 

In 2016, SRM-SECY-15-0168 was issued which 4 

essentially just directed the staff to complete the 5 

revision to Reg. Guide 1.174.  I'll just note here that 6 

recently the EDO ticket that we have for this effort 7 

is tied to the previous SRM since that has a lot of the 8 

history associated with it.   9 

Okay, next slide. 10 

So for this effort similarly, we had an 11 

inter-office working group formed so that consists of 12 

members of the Office of Research, Office of Nuclear 13 

Reactor Regulation, the Office of New Reactors, and 14 

OGC, Office of the General Counsel.  We also have 15 

individuals from NMSS and NSIR observing our efforts 16 

and they've been participating in working group 17 

meetings from time to time. 18 

As Rich mentioned, we also have an 19 

Inter-office Division Level Steering Committee 20 

consisting of him, Rich Correia, John Monninger from 21 

NRO, and Joe Gitter from NRR. 22 

So our current scope of efforts includes 23 

revising the defense-in-depth guidance or DG-1285, 24 

1286, 1287, and 1288.  Those last three draft guides 25 
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are related to Regulatory Guide 1.175, 1.177, and 1.178 1 

respectively. And those regulatory guides were 2 

identified in the 2011 effort as other relevant 3 

regulatory guidance documents that needed to be 4 

revised.  So we've been carrying those forward. 5 

The last two points here related to new 6 

reactors, these are -- so developing language on 7 

transitioning from large release frequency and 8 

conditional containment failure probability to large 9 

early release frequency for new reactors.  And then the 10 

last one, develop language on containment performance 11 

expectations for new reactors.  These two efforts have 12 

-- the work has largely been done for these efforts 13 

already and have been captured in white papers.  So our 14 

efforts have largely consisted of finding where to 15 

place the appropriate language in Reg. Guide 1.174 and 16 

also just fine tuning it as needed.  At this point, it's 17 

not going into the section on defense-in-depth, but 18 

it's more in the front material.  And it's giving some 19 

reference to applicability to new reactors. 20 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  And it will -- okay, go 21 

on.  We'll see how that shakes out. 22 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.  So the status 23 

update.  So currently we've had three public meetings.  24 

We had one to introduce to the public this effort back 25 
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in May 2nd.  And then we had another all-day public 1 

meeting on -- I'm sorry, that was a half-day public 2 

meeting, I think, on May 23rd to solicit input from 3 

stakeholders.  Most recently, we had a public meeting 4 

on July 7th and again, that was an all-day meeting, 5 

again to solicit feedback from stakeholders.  So those 6 

last two public meetings, the NRC staff, the working 7 

group, we published our draft working products to share 8 

with the public and stakeholders, so that we could get 9 

their feedback so that has been fairly successful.   10 

We've had some very good interactions with 11 

the public.  We've received good feedback.  In a 12 

couple of cases, we had some perspectives that were 13 

shared with us that we hadn't thought of yet.  So they 14 

have been, these meetings have been productive with 15 

stakeholders. 16 

We've received specific feedback on the 17 

defense-in-depth evaluation factors and these are the 18 

seven factors that are used to evaluate the impact of 19 

the licensing basis change on defense-in-depth for a 20 

given application. 21 

And then in our last meeting on July 7th, 22 

industry members had provided some examples that they 23 

shared that we discussed in the afternoon session of 24 

that public meeting.  So that also helped us get an idea 25 
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of where the public was coming from and what their 1 

interests were. 2 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Anders, you said that 3 

you've received some feedback.  You got -- I'm not 4 

speaking very well this morning, so let me reset.  You 5 

said that you received some feedback from the public 6 

that had some perspectives that you hadn't thought 7 

about.  Could you share any of those?  Do any come to 8 

mind in particular? 9 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes.  There was on one of 10 

the evaluation factors, the wording -- I'm going to have 11 

a hard time picking this out specifically, but the way 12 

that we were thinking of the wording was interpreted 13 

differently by the public.  And I'm sorry I can't 14 

remember exactly what it was. 15 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  That's interesting 16 

because I made some notes to myself here and I'm going 17 

to let you get through at least from my perspective the 18 

end of slide 9.  I had some similar comments on 19 

specifics.  So I'll let you go. 20 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   21 

MEMBER REMPE:  Since we've interrupted 22 

you, I was trying to decide whether to talk about the 23 

containment performance discussion a little bit more, 24 

but I guess I would like to.  You said that you had white 25 
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papers that had documented information and you were 1 

just putting it into 1.174.  But I would think some of 2 

the advanced reactor designs that are coming forward 3 

might change some of what's been documented in the past.  4 

And how are you accommodating that?  Are you not -- have 5 

you got it fully mandated or you think that you need 6 

to change some of your thoughts on that? 7 

MR. GILBERTSON:  So that I will actually 8 

-- I'll need to defer to somebody from NRO.  Maybe if 9 

Donnie Harrison can speak a little bit to that.  He's 10 

more familiar with the history of this, those efforts. 11 

MR. HARRISON:  Yes, this is Donnie 12 

Harrison of the Office of New Reactors.   13 

What we're doing is adding some general 14 

language into a couple of different places.  One is a 15 

footnote and another one is being suggested in the text 16 

that makes it clear the old 1990-1993 SECY papers that 17 

had SRMs on the -- that contained containment 18 

performance objectives, expectations for the 19 

containment, that those are things that carry forward 20 

so that you still have to show you maintain those 21 

objectives.  So at a high level it's not getting into 22 

specifics, but one of those is, for example, the 23 

long-term capability of the containment that it be leak 24 

tight for 24 hours.  That type of a principle we're 25 
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saying needs to be carried forward.  That's really all 1 

that's being kind of captured within that context. 2 

MEMBER REMPE:  Thank you. 3 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.  So I'll talk a 4 

little bit about recent industry feedback we received.  5 

In general, we've gotten feedback to the revised 6 

guidance that we are moving in the right direction.   7 

The second point, needing to harmonize the 8 

defense-in-depth guidance in Reg. Guide 1.174 and other 9 

internal NRC defense-in-depth implementation guidance 10 

documents.  This was of particular concern that 11 

industry had.  They are concerned about other areas and 12 

inconsistencies with other regulatory guides, branch 13 

technical positions, etcetera.  And so they were 14 

fairly insistent that we take a look at that.  And that 15 

is something that we've been considering and trying to 16 

get a better understanding of how to address that issue. 17 

There's concern with interpretation of 18 

relative terms, so the defense-in-depth evaluation 19 

factors use a lot of relative terms such as acceptable, 20 

maintain, preserve, sufficient, adequate, over 21 

reliance.   22 

They expressed concern that there can 23 

potentially be a wide interpretation of these terms.  24 

So again, that's one thing that we are looking at and 25 
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it's really one of the main purposes of this revision 1 

effort is to clarify that language so that everybody 2 

understands or has a common understanding of what we 3 

mean by those words. 4 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Anders, I was going to 5 

wait, but you gave me an in on one because this was sort 6 

of a pervasive comment that I had throughout the report.  7 

You used the word significant an awful lot.  And my 8 

initial reaction was well, how do I know what's 9 

significant?  And then if something is significant, 10 

how do I know it's significant enough to warrant 11 

regulatory attention, let's say. 12 

You start out I think appropriately saying 13 

that the evaluations of those factors are of necessity 14 

at least from the perspective of Section 2 qualitative 15 

in nature.  But that means -- that implies that I don't 16 

need a numerical assessment of significance.   17 

On the other hand, because the term is so 18 

pervasive, it just begs the question of what do you mean 19 

by it and is it necessary to use that term or can you 20 

use a different phrase to convey the same qualitative 21 

intent.  Because somebody -- everybody, once they see 22 

the word significant, they're going to think about 23 

where is the absolute pass/fail numerical criterion 24 

because I can run it through some sort of model 25 
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somewhere and come out with some six significant 1 

figures that one of them is slightly below the line or 2 

one of them is slightly above the line.  So there may 3 

be a different way to phrase the whole sense of 4 

significance to get across your basic intent without 5 

using that kind of trigger word. 6 

I don't know what the solution is, but it 7 

just struck me as I read through it that that term is 8 

used. 9 

MEMBER BLEY:  I'm kind of curious in this 10 

same area. In your public meetings, did you have any 11 

discussion of this?  Have you had internal discussions 12 

thinking how you'll deal with interactions with 13 

licensees when they send you a note and say this isn't 14 

significant and you don't think it is. 15 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Right.  You know, one of 16 

our approaches to addressing that language, so first 17 

of all, we have gone through and for each of these 18 

factors you've seen in the draft product that we put 19 

out, we have a narrative that helps to -- that tries 20 

to describe what each factor means.  And then in the 21 

next section we talk about okay, well, here's a process 22 

for how you would address all of these factors. 23 

So far, our approach, that's been our 24 

approach to try and provide a better discussion, a 25 
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better understanding of these qualitative aspects.  1 

And we did receive feedback from the public saying well, 2 

that they were really expressing that they would like 3 

these to be maybe more of a checklist or a pass/fail 4 

type criterion.  And the working group has disagreed 5 

with that.  I think because the defense-in-depth 6 

philosophy is --- it's a set of qualitative aspects that 7 

you're addressing.   8 

MEMBER BLEY:  Let me turn it around. 9 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay, yes. 10 

MEMBER BLEY:  Have you either in-house or 11 

have you discussed with members of the industry or 12 

particular plants any thoughts of trying to do 13 

table-top exercises to see how this really works? 14 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes. 15 

MEMBER BLEY:  Yes, to which question? 16 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes, to the table-top. 17 

MEMBER BLEY:  In-house or with licensees? 18 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Both, actually. 19 

MEMBER BLEY:  Have you done any? 20 

MR. GILBERTSON:  We have not. 21 

MEMBER BLEY:  Is it planned before this is 22 

going to be released? 23 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes.  We were planning 24 

to do an internal table-top exercise with folks from 25 
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NRR/DRL, the Division of Operating Reactor Licensing, 1 

since they are the ones that have to take these 2 

deterministic and probabilistic inputs.  They're the 3 

ones that are signing off on these applications, as well 4 

as NRR/DRA and some of the other deterministic folks. 5 

So yes, we were planning on doing an 6 

internal table-top so that we could get those inputs 7 

from them.  And then we have later, in our schedule, 8 

we have a workshop planned.  We were planning to have 9 

about two days to present this to the public and go 10 

through examples and try and work out the kinks in the 11 

guidance. 12 

MEMBER BLEY:  Good.  And good luck. 13 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Thank you. 14 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  My note to myself was 15 

you really need more examples to kind of illustrate that 16 

principle of what you mean by significant because to 17 

me, it was a real trigger word that can cause real 18 

problems.  As Dennis mentioned, people can start 19 

arguing about my interpretation that my change is not 20 

significant, may be different than your 21 

interpretation, that my change is significant.  And we 22 

both might agree.  We just don't understand what we 23 

mean by significant. 24 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Right, right. 25 
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CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  But on the other hand, 1 

just filling a regulatory guide with 30 pages of 2 

examples isn't -- for only the defense-in-depth part 3 

of the process isn't necessarily the best path forward 4 

either.  So I don't know how you -- it may be intent. 5 

MR. GILBERTSON:  To the point of the 6 

examples, we are -- we have developed examples.  So in 7 

DG-1285 that was published back in 2012, we did develop 8 

examples.  The staff developed them.  We shared them 9 

with the public.  There wasn't really a warm reception 10 

to them.  A lot of confusion.  They thought that they 11 

were -- they confused the guidance more than they 12 

helped.  So we intended to carry examples forward or 13 

that concept of providing examples.  14 

At this point, the working group has 15 

developed examples including examples that show you how 16 

to go through all of the defense-in-depth evaluation 17 

factors.  Industry has volunteered to provide an 18 

example to us that is -- the example they are providing, 19 

developing is intended to go across -- address all five 20 

risk-informed decision-making principles. 21 

So at this point, we're still waiting to 22 

receive their example.  But -- and I'll talk about this 23 

a little bit later on when I'm talking about the beyond 24 

scope issues.  Because right now, we're interested in 25 
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looking at the defense-in-depth portion of that 1 

example.  We believe strongly that if we open up the 2 

scope of this effort to the entire risk-informed 3 

decision-making process, all five principles, then we 4 

will be significantly expanding our schedule, the 5 

resources needed to accomplish that work, etcetera. 6 

So outside of getting Commission consent 7 

to expand our scope, we're focusing on just 8 

defense-in-depth. 9 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  We'll talk about the 10 

further extensions when we get to them there. 11 

MEMBER BLEY:  I want to come at it from a 12 

little different point of view.  This is a Reg. Guide 13 

on risk-informed decision making and risk assessment 14 

is a big piece of that.  In some previous efforts with 15 

defense-in-depth and PRA, there was an effort to try 16 

to tie the extent of needed defense-in-depth to the 17 

issue of uncertainty and what's been addressed in the 18 

PRA and what has not been able to be addressed in the 19 

PRA.  20 

You toss in uncertainties in a couple of 21 

these criteria, but you haven't really made that link.  22 

It seems to me we're missing a chance, especially in 23 

a document that's really aimed at risk-informed 24 

decision making to tie that back together again and I 25 
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wonder if that was on purpose or if you just hadn't 1 

thought about that side of it. 2 

MR. GILBERTSON:  I don't think that was on 3 

purpose.  I think we've tried to address that to some 4 

degree. 5 

MEMBER BLEY:  I don't see much language 6 

except the occasional use of uncertainties as the last 7 

element in a chain of things you're looking at. 8 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay, that's -- I'll take 9 

that back to the working group for discussion 10 

consideration.  Thank you. 11 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Anders, for your notes 12 

because I know that right now you're focused on the 13 

defense-in-depth stuff.   14 

Give me some examples -- when I read 15 

through -- I got sensitized to this word significant 16 

or trying to understand better as an applicant how I 17 

might determine whether I've satisfactorily addressed 18 

each of the factors.   19 

When I read through factor 2 and maybe 20 

factor 3, it's kind of -- not quite sure about it, I 21 

came away with the sense of oh, now I understand kind 22 

of where -- what I need to do to acceptably address the 23 

expectations for those factors. 24 

   Factors 5 and 6, not so much.  I couldn't 25 
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figure out what the heck I would need to do.  So if you 1 

look at -- I don't know what the industry is going to 2 

becoming back with.  I don't know what sort of 3 

discussions you're going to be having, but something 4 

even without explicit examples or a long litany of 5 

examples anyway that would better consolidate the 6 

expectations for each factor even might help. 7 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay, thank you for that 8 

comment.  I'll take that back to the working group. 9 

Let's see, so the last point, we received 10 

feedback that suggested we need to distinguish between 11 

licensing actions for temporary and permanent changes.  12 

And to that point we developed language, draft language 13 

that was the second draft document that was provided.  14 

So that's our first attempt to address that concern. 15 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  You brought it up.  I 16 

was going to wait until the end, but I read through that 17 

several times and my first read through said I don't 18 

understand what this is trying to talk about.  After 19 

a while, I started to get a little bit of sense of what 20 

it might be trying to talk about, but it's not written 21 

very well.  And I'm not sure if I get it.  The sentence 22 

that I highlighted here is "In both types of licensing 23 

basis changes (permanent or temporary) the actual 24 

implementation of the licensing basis change can 25 
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involve temporary changes to the plant's design 1 

operation for other activities (clearly only permanent 2 

licensing basis changes can result in permanent changes 3 

to the design operation or other activity)." 4 

My comment is why do we need this language?  5 

I understand the difference between permanent and 6 

temporary.  I read through the Regulatory Guide, it 7 

seems to be pretty straight forward.  And this is a 8 

Regulatory Guide on risk-informed decision making.  It 9 

isn't a Regulatory Guide in specifying that XYZ shall 10 

be defined as temporary and ABC shall be defined as 11 

permanent.   12 

So regardless of whether it's temporary or 13 

permanent, if it's a risk-informed decision, shouldn't 14 

I use the same thought process for addressing both 15 

quantitative defense-in-depth and all the other 16 

factors.  I don't get it. 17 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes.  So to the first 18 

point, yes, I agree that the writing was not on par with 19 

our normal -- the quality of our normal products. 20 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  To paraphrase 21 

something I've heard in the news a lot, the words do 22 

make a difference. 23 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes, absolutely.  And 24 

they do need to be revised, edited for clarity.  So I 25 
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will take responsibility for that. 1 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  But why do we need two 2 

paragraphs to try to address the notion of what is 3 

temporary and what is permanent in the sense of guidance 4 

for decision making that should apply regardless of 5 

whether it's temporary or temporary in the sense that 6 

it might be temporary for like 37 years out of 40 years 7 

or permanent that it might be permanent for 15 years 8 

until you change something?  I don't get it.  I don't 9 

get why this is necessary. 10 

So if this was prompted by the industry, 11 

why do they think it's necessary? 12 

MR. GILBERTSON:  So this is relating to a 13 

particular example of the need to harmonize different 14 

NRC defense-in-depth implementation guidance 15 

documents.  One of the statements in -- I think it's 16 

the second paragraph, it talks about regardless whether 17 

you're doing a temporary or a permanent change, the 18 

licensee is going to enter into some different plant 19 

configuration and so in entering that plant 20 

configuration we're trying to express that doing so is 21 

allowable already.   22 

So for example, entering into a tech spec 23 

statement, you're allowed to go into that tech spec 24 

statement and for example, you wouldn't want to 25 
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necessarily apply this single failure criteria on top 1 

of being inside the tech spec statement.  That's one 2 

of the finer -- the main, the more specific issues that 3 

we're -- trying to be addressed. 4 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I'm not quite sure how 5 

these two paragraphs helps very much.   6 

MS. ROSENBERG:  This is Stacey Rosenberg. 7 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Don't let the 8 

attorneys dictate a decision-making principle. 9 

MS. ROSENBERG:  I'm the branch chief for 10 

the PRA Licensing Branch in NRR.  And one of the things 11 

that we do for a temporary change, we will evaluate the 12 

risk management action that a licensee is going to take 13 

for a temporary change. 14 

When we're looking at a permanent change, 15 

what we have to look at instead is the programs that they 16 

have in place to make their own determination about risk 17 

management actions and things like that when they're 18 

doing a permanent change. 19 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  You don't have to do 20 

that for a temporary change?  For example, oh, I'm not 21 

sure -- how are all of the -- I forget the terminology, 22 

what people have been doing for 25 years because they 23 

don't satisfy the fire protection requirements, fire 24 

watches and all of those exemptions?  Are those 25 
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temporary changes?  And do you -- 1 

MS. ROSENBERG:  No.  Those are not.  A 2 

temporary change is a one-time change.  They have to do 3 

something once and that's it.  They might need 20 days 4 

to -- 5 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  They took an exemption 6 

from the rules and said we're going to set fire watches 7 

until we figure out what to do.  And those fire watches 8 

have been setting there for 25 years.  Is that not -- 9 

MS. ROSENBERG:  That's not a temporary 10 

change. 11 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It's not a permanent 12 

change because they're still not -- my question is 13 

you're saying for a temporary change the difference, 14 

what I was hearing you say is that you don't need to look 15 

at the programmatic part of the equation for a temporary 16 

change where you do for a permanent change.  Is that -- 17 

do I interpret that correctly? 18 

MS. ROSENBERG:  It's more of what they're 19 

going to do for policies and procedures for a permanent 20 

change, how they're going to incorporate that.  A 21 

temporary change is a one-time thing and they'll tell 22 

us what they're going to do specifically for this one 23 

time.  They're going to tell us specifically what 24 

actions they are going to take to compensate. 25 
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CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  And you don't evaluate 1 

whether those actions are reasonable? 2 

MS. ROSENBERG:  We do evaluate those 3 

specific actions. 4 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Okay. 5 

MS. ROSENBERG:  But for a permanent 6 

change, we have to -- they're not going to have the 7 

specifics.  They're going to tell us programmatically 8 

how they're going to do it. 9 

Whether it's the summer, whether it's 10 

hurricane season, whether it's -- they're going to have 11 

to tell us what factors they're going to look at instead 12 

of exactly, specifically what they're looking at for 13 

temporary change.  14 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Okay, I think I get 15 

that, but again in the context of regulatory guidance 16 

for risk-informed decision making, what I'm hearing you 17 

say is that for temporary changes the staff has decided 18 

that you have enough information that you don't need to 19 

examine some elements of that change, whereas for 20 

permanent changes you would need to examine other 21 

elements.  Is that -- 22 

MS. ROSENBERG:  No, it's more of the 23 

specific.  It's more of how you go about doing it 24 

because we're not going to be -- each time we're not 25 
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going to be asking you questions.  We're not going to 1 

have RAIs.  It's how you go about determining.  You 2 

have the appropriate action. 3 

MEMBER BLEY:  I'm a little lost, but it 4 

sounds to me as if you're saying if it's temporary, you 5 

do the evaluation of the risk significance.  And if it's 6 

permanent, they tell you how they're going to do it.  7 

But in either case, somebody is doing it and I don't see 8 

anything in here that tells the difference and I guess 9 

I kind of agree with John.  I'm not sure why you would 10 

need it here to explain the difference if it's laid out 11 

somewhere.  I don't know if that's laid out actually. 12 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It ought to be a thought 13 

process that's applied either internally by the staff 14 

or externally by the applicant or licensee or whatever 15 

you call it.  And if some things don't need to be 16 

considered explicitly, then you say well, I don't need 17 

to consider these things explicitly as the guidance 18 

says.  Even in the defense-in-depth it says well, if 19 

whatever you're proposing doesn't essentially 20 

challenge one of the factors of defense-in-depth, all 21 

you need to do is say it doesn't challenge it. 22 

MR. CORREIA:  This is Rich Correia from 23 

Research.  Just a point of clarification, this comment 24 

was very recent from industry.  They presented it last 25 
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month.  So what you're seeing is our initial early, 1 

early thinking on how to address it and not much more 2 

than that.  So I think we need time to evaluate it 3 

closely and come up with better language. 4 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  My only caution would 5 

be don't somehow dilute or change the basic intent of 6 

this decision-making guidance by trying to be very, very 7 

specific about how it applies for X and how it applies 8 

for Y and how it applies for Z because you might miss 9 

X and a half.   10 

The decision-making guidance should apply 11 

regardless.  The principles of the decision making 12 

should apply regardless and how they're applied in 13 

practice obviously has to be determined on a 14 

case-by-case basis in a sense of whatever the change is. 15 

MEMBER BLEY:  Different question.  On 16 

your third sub-bullet up there, what relative terms were 17 

they referring to?  Things like significant or 18 

something completely different? 19 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes, significant.  The 20 

language in the actual factors themselves, talking 21 

about -- I think it's the third one, maintain -- or 22 

preserve independence, redundancy and diversity of your 23 

systems.  24 

MEMBER BLEY:  What's relative there? 25 
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MR. GILBERTSON:  Well, what is preserved. 1 

MEMBER BLEY:  Preserved.  Oh, okay. 2 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Do they want to -- what do 3 

we mean by that essentially.  Can I take something away?  4 

Maybe I've reduced my redundancy.  I have three trains.  5 

I take one away.  I still have two trains.  They're 6 

redundant.  I still have independence diversity.  Have 7 

you preserved that?   8 

MEMBER BLEY:  That almost begs for a 9 

comparison of the risk evaluation and the 10 

defense-in-depth evaluation, falling back to me on 11 

uncertainty again, so that thing I mentioned earlier 12 

might help you out of the woods here. 13 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes.  yes. 14 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Anders, you brought it 15 

up, but I was going to wait, but it's okay.  Factor 3 16 

is one of the ones that I hung up on also.  And a couple 17 

of sentences that -- the last sentence of the second 18 

paragraph tries to pull together things and it says that 19 

is system redundancy, independence, and diversity can 20 

be assumed to be preserved if, given the proposed 21 

licensing change, the affected system safety function 22 

can be accomplished assuming a new single failure has 23 

not been introduced. 24 

This seems to somehow suddenly link 25 
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acceptability of this whole defense-in-depth issue to 1 

does it introduce a new single failure.  Is that the 2 

staff's intent?  I'll let you and others think in the 3 

back of your heads because here's my example.  Suppose, 4 

just suppose, I have a plant that has four trains of 5 

safety systems, four that's in my design.  I've seen 6 

many new plants that have four trains of safety systems.  7 

And my licensing basis says I need two of them to satisfy 8 

all my design basis criteria.  The best estimate says 9 

I need one, but the licensing basis says I need two.   10 

And my technical specifications allow me, 11 

allow me to have one train out of service indefinitely, 12 

whatever that means.  Now the maintenance rule and 13 

things might kick in to sort of determine what 14 

indefinitely might mean or not, but according to this, 15 

it seems to say if I propose to come in and take away 16 

one of those trains completely from the plant, cut it 17 

out of the plant.  It's not there anymore.  I still need 18 

my licensing basis.  I have not introduced any new 19 

single failures and therefore my defense-in-depth is 20 

okay because I've satisfied everything that I can read 21 

about not adversely affecting redundancy in the system.  22 

Is that -- would you consider that acceptable? 23 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Personally, I would 24 

consider that acceptable. 25 
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CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Then we've got a 1 

problem. 2 

Okay.  Think about that very, very 3 

carefully, because parts of what I read say that in 4 

general, a proposed change would meet the intent of this 5 

factor, this is still Factor 3, provided no permanent 6 

change to the plant's design or change in operation that 7 

affects the redundancy, independence, or diversity of 8 

the design was being complimented.  It just says that 9 

affects.  10 

Now, my taking one of my four trains out of 11 

my plant permanently certainly seems to affect it, but 12 

you seem to say that as long as I haven't introduced a 13 

new single failure, I am golden, I am good.   14 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.  Yes, I see. 15 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  So think about how this 16 

is going to be -- this comes back to what are the 17 

expectations that I need to satisfy, because if I read 18 

the paragraphs under that one factor, one paragraph 19 

says, well, certainly my contemplated change to remove 20 

one train of safety systems permanently would certainly 21 

affect the redundancy, and then I'm told, well, as long 22 

as it doesn't introduce a single failure, apparently 23 

that is what you mean by an acceptance criterion for that 24 

particular factor. 25 
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MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   1 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Be careful.  2 

MR. GILBERTSON:  I'll think about that. 3 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Onwards.  4 

MR. HARRISON:  This is Donnie Harrison 5 

from New Reactors.  At the last public meeting that we 6 

had with the industry, the issue of this, the couple 7 

sentences that use the concept of single failure in it, 8 

could also be interpreted the other direction that would 9 

almost make you not able to enter text-backed action 10 

statements any more.  So we've been trying to figure out 11 

how to write that, the concept there, without it maybe 12 

going either direction too far, and again, that is 13 

trying to find that right balance.  14 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Is it necessary in the 15 

sense of this guidance to introduce the concept of 16 

single failure at all? 17 

MR. HARRISON:  Well that is my vote.  18 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Which is -- which is a 19 

-- 20 

MR. HARRISON:  It's not -- 21 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- which is an 22 

arbitrary licensing concept, not a risk-informed 23 

decision-making concept?  Now if you don't introduce 24 

that concept at all, you still have to have an 25 
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expectation of what affect the redundancy and what an 1 

acceptable affecting of the redundancy means, but 2 

that's a different issue.  3 

MR. HARRISON:  Right, yes.  And we've 4 

talked about, in the working group, about removing that 5 

language about single failure.  It is almost a 6 

distraction in what we're trying to get at in that -- 7 

in that particular factor.   8 

And coming back to what Dennis mentioned, 9 

there's elements in at least six of the seven factors 10 

where you can at least get some insight from the risk 11 

side of the world as a -- 12 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Oh, okay. 13 

MR. HARRISON:  -- consideration within the 14 

defense-in-depth side, so elements that talk about 15 

over-reliance on operator actions, well, the PRA has 16 

operator actions that are evaluated so you can get a 17 

relative feel for that, recognizing there is 18 

uncertainty, but that can give you a feel for that, as 19 

opposed to human factors.  That also has to be 20 

considered. 21 

So you can -- and most of these factors, 22 

there's kind of both worlds can play and inform each 23 

other in making that decision, and that's, again, partly 24 

what is hard about coming up with specific factors, that 25 
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you really can't get to a specific criteria because 1 

you're using insights from both paradigms to see if you 2 

have met the principle.  3 

MEMBER BLEY:  Yeah.  I'd like to talk a 4 

little more about that because I think that is a really 5 

good point. 6 

Things like redundancy, PRA handles real 7 

well.  You really don't need much to take care of that 8 

area.  Things like diversity, well, the PRA model has 9 

got to some extent, but the reason you want diversity 10 

is because you have some uncertainty in how well you will 11 

perform in all sorts of different conditions.  That is 12 

a place where you might need -- because of that 13 

uncertainty, you might need more support from the 14 

defense-in-depth side. 15 

So how those things weigh against each 16 

other is really crucial to how you can implement this 17 

in a sensible way, and again, I would say especially in 18 

light of this being a risk-informed decision-making 19 

process.  20 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  All right.  Thank you. 21 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.  I will go over 22 

this very briefly.   23 

This -- as I have mentioned, the -- well, 24 

the latest draft revision of our defense-in-depth 25 
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guidance was produced, and we made it publicly available 1 

the 27th, and as well as the document that has the draft 2 

language on the types of licensee-initiated changes.  3 

The -- the draft guidance on 4 

defense-in-depth, it provides an introduction, some 5 

background discussions, and then goes on to define each 6 

of the seven defense-in-depth evaluation factors, and 7 

then provides a narrative for what those factors mean, 8 

and then at this point, we -- we only have beyond that 9 

the implementation guidance that talks about how you 10 

address all seven factors for a given application.  11 

After we receive the industry post example, we will 12 

consider whether we need to have an additional section 13 

after that that talks about the example, or if maybe it 14 

is appropriate to put that in a -- a different location.  15 

So we have received stakeholder comments, 16 

both internal and external, so we are currently 17 

reviewing those.  The working group is meeting this 18 

week to discuss them in more detail.  And like I said, 19 

the industry is developing their own example that 20 

demonstrates how to address the entire risk-informed 21 

decision-making process, all five principles, not just 22 

the defense-in-depth.  23 

MEMBER REMPE:  Out of curiosity, when you 24 

say industry stakeholders, is it NEI-led?  Is it 25 
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NEI-led, or what is this industry stakeholders?  Is it 1 

a group that is coordinated?  2 

MR. GILBERTSON:  It is NEI-led.  They have 3 

been taking comments and consolidating them into a 4 

single document.  At least, that is what they did their 5 

first -- the first time they submitted, and also the 6 

second time too.  So -- but we have got -- stakeholders 7 

include the PWR Owners Group, the BWR Owners Group, and 8 

they have both been working with NEI I think to craft 9 

those -- those statements.  10 

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  Thanks.  11 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes. 12 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Anders?  13 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes. 14 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  A couple things.  This 15 

is where I made my note, too.  You done with this slide? 16 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes. 17 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Good.  A couple of 18 

things that I wanted to bring up.  Under -- this is back 19 

to Factor 3 again for preserve system redundancy 20 

independence and diversity.  By the way, this is one 21 

that kind of brings in a notion of it -- of the risk 22 

because it says "preserve system redundancy, 23 

independence, and diversity commensurate with the 24 

expected frequency, consequences of challenges to the 25 
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system, and uncertainties."  So this is a tie-in to 1 

something that you might be able to use the risk 2 

assessment. 3 

That being said, this is written -- when I 4 

read this, it seemed to be written completely from what 5 

I'll call the system-level perspective on life.  My 6 

example, for example, for trains in a safety system, 7 

taking one train out.  It talks about availability and 8 

reliability of the associated structures, systems, and 9 

components.  10 

Something that I did not see anywhere in 11 

this part of the guidance, meaning the 12 

defense-in-depth, Chapter 2, Section 2, is -- is a 13 

notion that a change may introduce a new functional 14 

dependence among barriers or increase the importance of 15 

that functional dependence, and examples of that are 16 

things like increasing core power, increased reliance 17 

on containment accident pressure, reduce margins to 18 

pump cavitation, things that can couple -- the two that 19 

I was thinking -- the two functions that I was thinking 20 

about, obviously, was linkages between core damage and 21 

containment failure.  Is there something in the 22 

proposed change that introduces somehow a new 23 

functional dependence between those, or, if I have 24 

already taken credit for containment accident pressure, 25 
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am I somehow reducing my margins such that I can get into 1 

problems on both core damage and containment failure? 2 

And I -- I looked at Factor 3 because I 3 

couldn't figure out how any of the other ones addressed 4 

this, but I think it is an important issue, and it did 5 

not quite come through.  It might be there, but it is 6 

pretty -- it is pretty vague.  If you know of one of the 7 

factors that was intended to specifically address that 8 

kind of notion, I would appreciate if you point me to 9 

it, because I -- I was looking for it, and it -- I didn't 10 

see it.  11 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.  You know, I think 12 

we tried to address that, and maybe in Factor 5, in 13 

talking about the -- maintain the independence of the 14 

fission product barrier -- 15 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Yeah, except the fact 16 

-- that's the other one that I thought about, but that 17 

one starts to talk about physical barriers.  18 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Right. 19 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I mean, that is the 20 

other place where you might park this notion, but the 21 

-- the -- all of the discussion talks about physical 22 

barriers, not -- not this kind of functional 23 

relationship.  24 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Right, right.  And we did 25 
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-- so then I think that may be the factor that I am 1 

thinking of where we talk about not affecting multiple 2 

layers of defense. 3 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It -- it does, but it 4 

doesn't say -- it's an event that simultaneously 5 

challenges multiple barriers, simultaneously impacts 6 

multiple barriers, integrity of the barriers, and -- and 7 

barriers, I don't remember where it is, but barriers is 8 

presented somewhere in this in the context of cladding, 9 

reactor coolant system, containment, you know, those -- 10 

those kinds of physical things.  11 

And -- and certainly, the functional 12 

dependence affects that, but my concern is that if 13 

somebody did make a change that introduced a new -- 14 

somehow, I don't know how they're going to do it because 15 

I am not trying to figure out what people might try to 16 

do -- a new functional dependence that links increases 17 

-- essentially, and again, we've got to -- the 18 

conditional containment failure probability became 19 

close to 1 for certain types of scenarios because of what 20 

they have done, you might not capture that notion in a 21 

strict reading of what I think you're asking for.  You 22 

know, I haven't changed -- I haven't changed any of the 23 

physical barriers.  24 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Right.  I --  25 
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CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  You might see it in the 1 

risk assessment, but you might not see it if the 2 

frequency was pretty doggone low, or the uncertainties 3 

were pretty doggone high, and yet it is certainly 4 

something that you might want to capture in -- in this 5 

qualitative evaluation of defense-in-depth.  6 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yeah.  I agree, and I 7 

think we -- we may have attempted to do that as I've been 8 

-- I've been thinking about as you were talking 9 

capturing that in the first factor.  10 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It -- it -- 11 

MR. GILBERTSON:  But -- 12 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  My notes to myself were 13 

-- were this may be distributed throughout several 14 

factors, but I think it merits highlighting somewhere 15 

-- 16 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   17 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- so that somebody 18 

thinks about it, both from the applicants, that there 19 

is an expectation that the applicant should address it, 20 

licensee, and that there is an expectation that a staff 21 

reviewer of the submittal should think about it -- 22 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   23 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- because otherwise, 24 

they might not.  They might fall into this desired 25 
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checklist type of mentality, that, have I checked off 1 

the box that indeed my system-level redundancy has not 2 

been adversely affected, that it doesn't introduce any 3 

new common-cause failures, but again, common-cause 4 

failure is presented from the traditional pumps and 5 

pipes and valves perspective of common cause, not -- not 6 

a functional type of relationship.  7 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   8 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  And I think you can park 9 

the notion anywhere, but I am just saying that it didn't 10 

jump out at me, and you might want to think about 11 

providing something that -- that draws somebody's 12 

attention to it. 13 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   14 

MEMBER BLEY:  Something that's relevant to 15 

these and to the things I mentioned earlier, I was a 16 

little surprised, but I guess the reason is two things 17 

are going on at the same time, but in April, NRC 18 

published the historical view of observations of 19 

defense-in-depth, NUREG/KM-0009, which really ought to 20 

be in your reference list and for some of the ideas we've 21 

talked about is a really good source for that 22 

information. 23 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.  Thank you.  I 24 

will bring that back to the working group as well. 25 
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(Pause.) 1 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Ready? 2 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes. 3 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I have one more.  This 4 

is on Factor 4.  5 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   6 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  And it might be just my 7 

reading, but it says the -- the defense mechanisms for 8 

the common-cause failure system include functional 9 

barrier, physical barrier, monitoring and awareness, 10 

maintenance, staffing, and scheduling, component 11 

identification, and diversity.  And I -- for the life 12 

of me, I can't figure out what you mean by maintenance, 13 

staffing, and scheduling, or component identification.14 

  15 

I get the other ones.  I -- and this is just 16 

a -- supposedly a list of defense mechanisms against 17 

common-cause failures.  So what do you mean by 18 

maintenance, staffing, and scheduling, and what do you 19 

mean by component identification?  A defense -- a 20 

defense against common-cause failure is the fact that 21 

I call this thing Joe and I call this thing Mary?  So 22 

I've clearly identified that they are Joe and Mary, and 23 

they are subject to precisely the same common-cause 24 

failure?  That's not a defense mechanism.  25 
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Take a look at that wording.  I -- that just 1 

really got -- especially because as -- as a licensee now, 2 

I am looking at the staff identifying these as defense 3 

mechanisms that I will somehow have to address, so 4 

somehow in my submittal, I am going to have to address 5 

my maintenance, staffing, and scheduling, and how I 6 

identify components in the plant?  Take a look at it. 7 

MR. GILBERTSON:  All right.   8 

MEMBER BLEY:  Sort of a little in fairness, 9 

elsewhere, they get into the idea of staggered 10 

maintenance, that sort of thing, but I don't disagree 11 

with John's comment.  12 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I think that is -- I 13 

think that is part of the scheduling part of that, but 14 

it is not -- it is not just staggered maintenance, it 15 

is actually staggered testing and maintenance.  That's 16 

programs for -- it is programs for inspection, testing 17 

and --  18 

MEMBER BLEY:  It is programs because there 19 

are some people -- 20 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Right. 21 

MEMBER BLEY:  -- who have gone even further 22 

-- 23 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Right. 24 

MEMBER BLEY:  -- and had different crews to 25 
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-- 1 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Programs for -- 2 

MEMBER BLEY:  -- the maintenance.  3 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Programs for 4 

inspection, testing, and maintenance, though.  5 

MEMBER BLEY:  But they are programs rather 6 

than the other words -- 7 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Right. 8 

MEMBER BLEY:  -- that were there.  9 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   10 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  That's all I had --  11 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   12 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- on -- 13 

MR. GILBERTSON:  All right.   14 

So the beyond-scope items that have been 15 

raised during our interactions with stakeholders are 16 

shown here.  I have talked about the first one already, 17 

so clarifying guidance on how to evaluate all five 18 

principles of the risk-informed decision-making 19 

process as opposed to just the defense-in-depth 20 

principle.  And like I mentioned previously, industry 21 

is providing an example on that that is going to cover 22 

the whole process, so that is -- like I said, that would 23 

be -- that would fairly significantly open up the scope 24 

of the effort, and we believe it would require a fair 25 
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number of additional resources.  1 

So developing guidance on -- or endorsing 2 

guidance on risk aggregation: we -- there is an existing 3 

NRC effort that is already looking at this, at risk 4 

aggregation, and at -- to date, it is -- there has 5 

already been an identification that NUREG-1855 provides 6 

a good starting point, a good framework, for addressing 7 

risk aggregation.  There is discussion of risk 8 

aggregation in 1855, so it is seen as a good starting 9 

point for addressing that.  But it is -- for the 10 

purposes of our effort, it is considered to be out of 11 

scope. 12 

The next one, enhancing existing language 13 

to further emphasize the fuzzy versus bright line nature 14 

of the acceptance guidelines, so this was really 15 

bringing up the issue that the boundaries between Region 16 

II and Region III in the acceptance guideline figure in 17 

Reg Guide 1.174, and particularly in the vertical 18 

direction, those boundaries need to be expressed, and 19 

the language needs to express that those boundaries are 20 

more -- they are fuzzy, it is not a step function going 21 

-- 22 

MEMBER BLEY:  I'm a little curious about 23 

why that is beyond the scope for what you're doing now.  24 

If you do anything substantive to address this issue of 25 
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relative terms like "significant," and if you do a 1 

little more on uncertainty, then you have done -- you 2 

probably cover this thing.  3 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   4 

(Pause.) 5 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.  The next item, it 6 

was suggested that we adopt -- we look at the SRP, the 7 

standard review plan, NUREG-0800, to adopt language 8 

relevant to Reg Guide 1.174.  We -- we started to do a 9 

little bit of that just sort of out of curiosity, and 10 

we did find some language.  There was -- feedback we got 11 

was pointing to specific parts of the standard review 12 

plan, so, you know, building that into Reg Guide 1.174, 13 

it -- it wouldn't be a -- a large effort. 14 

MEMBER BLEY:  I don't know.  Just finding 15 

the -- the ones people have pointed out you could do, 16 

but it's -- there's a lot of words there, and I think 17 

once you start digging into that, you'll find it 18 

harmonizing. That document itself internally might be 19 

a worthy project.  20 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes.  That has also been 21 

identified as a potential issue.  22 

And then finally, it was suggested that we 23 

enhance -- strengthen the references to NUREG-1855 in 24 

Reg Guide 1.174.  There are references to 1855 in the 25 
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document already, but really, there, just looking for  1 

more emphasis.  2 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  But do you feel that is 3 

beyond the scope of your current effort, despite some 4 

of the comments that Dennis made and -- 5 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Initially, yes, because 6 

we have -- we have had a very -- we have been given a 7 

very strict interpretation of what our scope is from the 8 

outset.  9 

Again, I don't think that addressing that 10 

at this point would be a large effort.  It is -- there's 11 

really only maybe a page-and-a-half or so of content, 12 

some of which is pulled directly from 1855, relating to 13 

the different types of uncertainty, but it wouldn't be 14 

that difficult to -- 15 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  But that is not -- that 16 

is microscopic.  We're talking more about a macroscopic 17 

sense of how uncertainties pervade both the 18 

quantitative and qualitative evaluations within the 19 

entire scope of Reg Guide 1.174.  We're not talking 20 

about different, you know, parametric or modeling or 21 

completeness uncertainty or all of that microscopic 22 

stuff.  23 

(Pause.) 24 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Okay.   25 
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MS. DROUIN:  I just want to add about the 1 

tie to 1855 -- oh, sorry, Mary Drouin with the Office 2 

of Research -- industry really likes 1855.  We had a 3 

major workshop last fall, and we got very, very good 4 

feedback from them.  And one of the things that 1855 5 

does besides just, as you know, getting into the 6 

modeling parameter uncertainties, it has a lengthy 7 

discussion of how you treat the uncertainties in the 8 

risk-informed decision-making process.  9 

And so it is because of that they would like 10 

to see, you know, the stronger tie, and all they are 11 

asking for, because when you look at Reg Guide 1.174, 12 

it just says go see 1855, that we would not tell them 13 

to go see 1855 if we didn't think it was acceptable, but 14 

they would like to see some words saying go to 1855 for 15 

an acceptable process, so it's that word acceptable that 16 

they're looking for.  17 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Mary, I have forgotten 18 

which of the myriad of meetings that I'm sitting in this 19 

week this will come up in, but it's one of them, not this 20 

one.  Reg Guide -- or NUREG-1855 Rev. 1, I checked two 21 

days ago, it is still draft issued for comments.  When 22 

is it going to be -- 23 

MS. DROUIN:  Okay.   24 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  No, the reason I bring 25 
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it up, because one of the meetings, and I've honestly 1 

forgotten which one, has a staff report that refers to 2 

only the old version of the Reg Guide, apparently 3 

because it is the only thing that is published, and it 4 

-- and the -- and in an area where the new version is 5 

indeed different, substantively different.  So -- 6 

MS. DROUIN:  It is -- 7 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- we're getting into 8 

trouble here where people are referring to that thing 9 

that's really good. 10 

MS. DROUIN:  Okay.  We have sent the 11 

two-week notice letter out, so -- for sending it to 12 

publications.  You know, we had made it publicly 13 

available -- 14 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It is publicly 15 

available.  My problem is that -- 16 

MS. DROUIN:  There's two different -- 17 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- staff -- 18 

MS. DROUIN:  -- versions of publicly 19 

available.  20 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Yeah, but the staff is 21 

not citing the current revision because it is still not 22 

listed as a published document. 23 

MS. DROUIN:  Oh, I was not -- 24 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  They are only -- 25 
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MS. DROUIN:  -- aware of that. 1 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- they are only -- and 2 

I have forgotten, you know, it -- it -- you look at the 3 

transcripts, I have honestly forgotten which meeting, 4 

but the staff cites NUREG-1855 Rev. 0, basically, as the 5 

reference, and pulls excerpts, quoted excerpts, from it 6 

-- 7 

MS. DROUIN:  Well -- 8 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- as a basis for why 9 

they're heading in a certain direction -- 10 

MS. DROUIN:  Then that is -- 11 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- and -- 12 

MS. DROUIN:  -- that is -- 13 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- and in those areas -- 14 

those particular areas, the ones I highlighted, are 15 

conceptually different in Revision 1.  16 

MS. DROUIN:  No, you are absolutely 17 

correct, there are major differences -- 18 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Yeah. 19 

MS. DROUIN:  -- between Rev. 0 and Rev. 1.  20 

I do not have an answer for why the staff is -- 21 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Okay.   22 

MS. DROUIN:  -- referencing Rev. 0 --  23 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I mean, I will ask them. 24 

MS. DROUIN:  -- because Rev. 1 is publicly 25 
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available.  1 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It is publicly 2 

available, but not a published NUREG, and that may be 3 

-- that may be what the staff tells me when I ask them 4 

--  5 

MS. DROUIN:  That should not -- 6 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- whenever we get to 7 

that meeting.  8 

MS. DROUIN:  You know, in my personal 9 

opinion, that's not an acceptable answer because -- 10 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  That's you and me, but 11 

-- 12 

MS. DROUIN:  Yeah. 13 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- I just wanted to find 14 

out.  I am sure somebody has a -- 15 

MS. DROUIN:  I will -- 16 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- I am really thrilled 17 

to hear that we're on a track to actually get in a 18 

publication date on that thing.  19 

MR. CORREIA:  Now we're very close, as Mary 20 

said.  If we knew where 1855 Rev. 0 was being 21 

referenced, we could certainly help those people -- 22 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I will -- 23 

MR. CORREIA:  -- out. 24 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- I will -- I have 25 
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forgotten -- 1 

MR. CORREIA:  Okay.   2 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- my notes, but we'll 3 

note it.  4 

MR. CORREIA:  Okay.  Thank you. 5 

MEMBER REMPE:  Before you leave that 6 

slide, if you wouldn't mind going back to the prior one? 7 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes. 8 

MEMBER REMPE:  I mean, I did see the next 9 

one where you said if we address these beyond-scope 10 

items, it is going to extend our schedule several 11 

months, and we've got to go to the Commission, which are 12 

the points in your next slide.  But if I look at these 13 

points and I recall like what Mary said, just about 14 

something that's an acceptable method, some of these 15 

other items aren't such big items to address.  Can you 16 

say some things could be done in a week or less? 17 

I mean, all of these items might take two 18 

months, but some of them are quick ones.  And can you 19 

give us a feel for which ones are causing you to say it 20 

takes two months to address them? 21 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Or several months? 22 

MEMBER REMPE:  Or several months -- 23 

MR. GILBERTSON:  It is -- 24 

MEMBER REMPE:  -- yeah. 25 
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MR. GILBERTSON:  -- really just the first 1 

one. 2 

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  So all the other 3 

ones, you could easily do, except the first one? 4 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes, yes. 5 

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.   6 

MR. GILBERTSON:  And now -- and there's a 7 

-- there is something of a caveat to that, though, 8 

because where we are in our current process is that we 9 

had our public review and comment period back in 2012, 10 

so four years elapsed, and at this point, we are still 11 

in that process, so we're after the public review and 12 

comment period.  We weren't planning to have a second 13 

public review and comment period, which is why our 14 

approach has been to engage the public often through the 15 

-- the guidance revision process.  16 

Now, going through and addressing those 17 

last four, it is still not entirely clear, are we 18 

crossing some threshold where we really ought to go out 19 

for another public review and comment period given that 20 

we're adding additional scope items?  And so that would 21 

remain to be seen.  But in terms of the effort required 22 

to do the -- make the changes, I don't think it is that 23 

much -- 24 

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.   25 
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MR. GILBERTSON:  -- so -- 1 

MEMBER REMPE:  Thanks.  2 

MEMBER BALLINGER:  But it would seem to me 3 

that the last four would address sort of the overall 4 

harmonization process from the various documents and 5 

things, and so it would be worth doing, if they don't 6 

take -- you know, if it doesn't complicate the process. 7 

MEMBER REMPE:  One might even say they're 8 

in response to public comments -- 9 

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Yeah, that's what I 10 

mean -- 11 

MEMBER REMPE:  -- right? 12 

MEMBER BALLINGER:  -- yeah. 13 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yeah, no, yeah, they 14 

would be.  15 

MEMBER BALLINGER:  I mean, I can see why 16 

number one would be a tricky one. 17 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes.  Yeah, we have had 18 

to -- it has been a -- we have had to balance the -- the 19 

schedule for this because the -- the SRM asked us to -- 20 

the 2016 SRM asked us to expeditiously complete the 21 

revision, so we have been working to meet the intent of 22 

that, but, you know, so it's not out of the realm of 23 

possibility, certainly, that we couldn't consider and 24 

build in those other minor scope expansions.  25 
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MEMBER BALLINGER:  But it might -- doing 1 

the last four might save effort in the long run where 2 

confusion might -- 3 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes. 4 

MEMBER BALLINGER:  -- still exist, so 5 

that's a sort of reason for doing it. 6 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes, I agree, I agree with 7 

that. 8 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  For the record, I found 9 

my notes.  The -- and Rich -- Rich has control over this.  10 

The citations of NUREG-1855 Revision 0 that really 11 

bothered me were in -- are in the draft version of 12 

NUREG-2198 on the human reliability analysis methods, 13 

and that's a research project, so that is further 14 

trouble.  15 

MR. CORREIA:  Thank you. 16 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Mary can go be the 17 

enforcer on that one.  18 

(Laughter.) 19 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  One thing that I wanted 20 

to -- oh, the other committee members, subcommittee 21 

members, done with comments on this part?  22 

(No audible response.) 23 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  One thing I wanted to 24 

bring up, and we have discussed this a few times in 25 
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different meetings, is the -- the notion of the -- I have 1 

forgotten the figure numbers, but the -- the notion of 2 

the third sub-bullet here in terms of the acceptance 3 

guidelines in terms -- in Reg Guide 1.174, for both core 4 

damage frequency and large early release frequency, and 5 

how those guidelines should be extended to regimes of 6 

much lower core damage -- absolute core damage frequency 7 

and large early release frequency in particular with 8 

regard to new reactors.  9 

Admittedly, Reg Guide 1.174 is written from 10 

the perspective of someone having a licensing basis and 11 

making a change to that.  However, I think we're seeing 12 

more and more white papers, discussions, guidance being 13 

developed that use those figures in 1.174 as de facto 14 

acceptance criteria for a lot of other decisions.  You 15 

know, what is significant to risk?  How do I determine 16 

what is significant enough? You know, is -- is a 10 to 17 

the minus 5 change significant if my absolute core 18 

damage frequency is 10 to the minus 8?  And if it's not, 19 

why is it not? 20 

And we had talked about the only place to 21 

address those notions seems to be Reg Guide 1.174, and 22 

especially because people are referring to Reg Guide 23 

1.174 outside of the context of changes to the licensing 24 

basis, regardless of whether it's a temporary or a 25 
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permanent change or any kind of change.  It has now 1 

become sort of the de facto NRC guidance on determining 2 

what is significance from a risk perspective.  This is 3 

now quantitative significance. 4 

What are -- and this is obviously something 5 

that can't be done in the next couple of months -- what 6 

-- are there plans to address that issue, and if so, 7 

when?  I don't care how, just -- just -- and if there 8 

are not plans, how are we going to get our hands around 9 

this?  Even the staff has said when we brought it up in 10 

particular -- these tend to be the new reactor 11 

submittals, whether it's a topical report or whether 12 

it's part of the design certification or anything -- 13 

even the staff has said, well, yeah, it seems reasonable 14 

to address that in the context of Reg Guide 1.174.  You 15 

know, when we asked the individual reviewers, they say, 16 

well, you know, all we have is Reg Guide 1.174, and a 17 

particular applicant's or a particular reviewer's 18 

interpretation of what that might mean.  So is -- is 19 

there -- is there an intent to address that notion?  I 20 

know I -- 21 

MR. CORREIA:  Honestly, I am personally 22 

not aware, but we can certainly find out -- 23 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Okay.   24 

MR. CORREIA:  -- from NRO what their 25 
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thinking is.  1 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It's just -- it's -- it 2 

has been troubling to me, anyway, this is a subcommittee 3 

meeting, so this is just my personal opinion, that 4 

people both in the industry and in the staff are -- are 5 

increasingly pointing to this -- this particular 6 

regulatory guide as justification for a --  a 7 

determination, and it is typically a quantitative 8 

determination, of what is significant to risk, or 9 

significant to safety, or important to safety, or 10 

whatever jargon you want to use. 11 

And if that is the case, then this 12 

regulatory guide ought to address that notion, ought to 13 

expand that -- that horizontal scale a couple of more 14 

orders of magnitude.  And in fact, we even had a -- I 15 

think a fairly recent reply from the staff to one of our 16 

letters saying that there seems to be agreement that 17 

there needs to be an extension of that -- that scale.   18 

And I don't know where else to address it.  19 

I mean, this is the logical vehicle to do it, and 20 

especially because the momentum already exists to refer 21 

to it.  Mark.  22 

MR. CARUSO:  This is Mark Caruso from the 23 

Office of New Reactors.  I think what we said in our 24 

response was that, I mean, I don't think we said that 25 
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Reg Guide 1.174 was the place to address that.  I think 1 

what we said was there is important information 2 

scattered over a number of guidance documents.  There 3 

is some stuff about the concepts in 1.174.  There is 4 

some very good technical information in documents 5 

related to guidance for 50.69.  There is some 6 

information in 1.200 about particular thresholds.  7 

There is stuff in maintenance rule guidance.  8 

I think our position is that we would like 9 

to have a separate document to address this methodology 10 

that would be applicable to all reactors and have it in 11 

a separate place and pull all this other stuff from these 12 

other places and put it together.  13 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Mark, that is fine.  I 14 

don't -- the vehicle is somewhat less important.  On the 15 

other hand, if you do that, then you would need to change 16 

1.174, the concepts, wouldn't you, to extend out in 17 

frequency?  Because -- because if I come in now with a 18 

new plant looking for now a quote unquote "change" to 19 

my licensing basis, I need to understand where I am on 20 

the fuzzy scale, if you want to call that, out in my, 21 

you know, 3.5 times 10 to the minus 7 mean core damage 22 

frequency from internal events at power operation. 23 

MR. CARUSO:  Well, I thought -- I thought 24 

that we went down that road with a SECY paper a few years 25 
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ago talking about how you deal with, you know, the fact 1 

that some of these new plants may have significant 2 

margin in CDF and LERF and should the types of changes 3 

they make be limited?  And the Commission said, no, 4 

we're not going to establish some new criteria for new 5 

reactors in terms of risk, we're going to maintain what 6 

we have.   7 

So I am not sure -- I am not going to say 8 

that -- that, you know, we may need to think about if 9 

there's any aspects of -- of licensing basis changes 10 

that would need to be addressed for the new reactors.  11 

I can't offhand think about anything.  I think the 12 

principles apply, and I am -- and I don't -- I think the 13 

Commission has said don't establish any new metrics, so 14 

I am not sure if that's a very satisfactory answer.  15 

It's just my understanding of the situation.  I haven't 16 

thought about it that much. 17 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Thanks.  I appreciate 18 

that.  I think that certainly this is not something you 19 

can address in the short term, especially under the 20 

constraints of the literal interpretation of the SRM 21 

that you have.  So I am not -- I am not trying to throw 22 

a monkey wrench into the current efforts, you know, for 23 

Rev. 3.  And I think getting better guidance into the 24 

regulatory guide for the issue of defense-in-depth will 25 
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help a lot of people, so I am not proposing that, you 1 

know, it's -- this should -- this effort should be held 2 

hostage.  3 

On the other hand, I really think that -- 4 

that the NRC staff needs to address this issue, and I 5 

don't know where, and I don't know -- I don't know -- 6 

I don't care whether it's a separate regulatory guide.  7 

I don't care about the vehicle, but there needs to be 8 

something that the NRC staff can -- can discuss with the 9 

industry in a timely manner -- and timely, I mean both 10 

timely in the sense of there isn't an immediately 11 

pressing need, so therefore we do have time right now 12 

to -- to discuss with the industry and other 13 

stakeholders what we mean by important to risk or 14 

important to safety for new designs, but in a timely 15 

manner so that that guidance is clear, so as new 16 

applicants come in, I don't care whether they're SMRs 17 

or new reactor types, or -- I don't care who they are 18 

-- so when they come in, there is a clear and consistent 19 

expectation, that we don't get Applicant X saying, well, 20 

I think this is important for the following reasons 21 

because I can cite, you know, 37 different 22 

interpretations of 37 different SECYs and SRMs and -- 23 

and the staff saying, no, we don't quite think that that 24 

is important because you have your own interpretations 25 
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of those 37 SECYs and SRMS.  1 

So I will just, you know, Rich, take it -- 2 

take it as -- as an individual comment, you know.  3 

MR. CORREIA:  I appreciate that.  It's 4 

good advice.  If it isn't clearly addressed somewhere, 5 

it needs to be.  6 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It certainly isn't 7 

clearly addressed somewhere in the sense of I can point 8 

at one somewhere that clearly addresses it.  Some of the 9 

references that Mark cited dance around the issue, but 10 

we're seeing it come up, and in particular, in one -- 11 

I don't remember what's public and what's not public, 12 

so I have to be careful on the record -- in one particular 13 

topical report that we have written a letter on, so I 14 

guess that's public, about the issue of that particular 15 

applicant's interpretation of what is significant risk, 16 

and they explicitly point to Reg Guide 1.174 as -- as 17 

a reference for that. 18 

MR. CORREIA:  Okay.   19 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Any other comments by 20 

subcommittee members? 21 

(No audible response.) 22 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  If not -- 23 

MEMBER BLEY:  I'll add just one last one.  24 

I vaguely remember what Mark talked about, Mark Caruso, 25 
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and the one thing I'd just say to staff is we've seen 1 

many cases -- and I don't remember that one explicitly 2 

-- we have seen many cases where the Commission gives 3 

a very narrow don't do this in this case, and it is 4 

over-interpreted as applying everywhere for 5 

everything, so we need to be careful about that. 6 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Well, we have also seen 7 

cases where the Commission has been silent, and it has 8 

been interpreted as Commission direction to not do 9 

something -- 10 

MEMBER BLEY:  During the war, it was called 11 

moving toward -- 12 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Yeah -- 13 

MEMBER BLEY:  -- yeah. 14 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- because they, in 15 

their infinite wisdom, if they wanted you to do 16 

something, they would have explicitly said, go do this, 17 

and therefore, their silence means don't do it. Anyway, 18 

any other comments from subcommittee members?  We will 19 

go around the table for final wrap-up, but before then, 20 

let me ask if there is anyone in the room who would like 21 

to make a comment, please come up to the microphone and 22 

do so.  23 

(No audible response.) 24 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Seeing no stampede 25 
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behind me, I think we have the -- the bridge line open.  1 

I hear it crackling.  Somebody, if you're out there 2 

listening, just do me a favor and say hello or something 3 

so we confirm it is open.  4 

MR. LEWIS:  This is Marvin Lewis.  5 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Thank you, so we know it 6 

is open.  Now, if there is anyone on the bridge line who 7 

would like to make a comment, please identify yourself 8 

and do so.  9 

MR. LEWIS:  This is Marvin Lewis, member of 10 

the public.  11 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Hello, Marvin.  12 

MR. LEWIS:  Hi.  All right.  I am back 13 

again. 14 

Here is my problem listening to all this: 15 

back in '79, the Maintenance Act brought the reactor 16 

operators to a little red light that would have told them 17 

that -- that a -- a line was open.  Now, I am just 18 

wondering, here we are 40-some years later, finally 19 

getting the vented filters that (telephonic 20 

interference) number one installed in a lot of plants, 21 

proposal, that they have now eight years to do it or 22 

seven years to do it, with whatever the extensions are. 23 

And I am just wondering, you're talking 24 

about these things as promptly, as temporary, hey, these 25 
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fire watches have been going on forever at Ginna.  I am 1 

just wondering, you know, I appreciate it's tough to say 2 

what's temporary, and it's tough to say what's 3 

permanent, but couldn't you give a -- a decade estimate 4 

please?  Thank you. 5 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Thank you.  Is there 6 

anyone else on the bridge line who would like to make 7 

a comment?  8 

(No audible response.) 9 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Hearing none, we will 10 

close the bridge line only because it pops and crackles 11 

in here, and it makes a lot of noise, and what I'd like 12 

to do, as we always do at a subcommittee meeting, is go 13 

around the table and ask for any final comments from the 14 

subcommittee members --  15 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Mr. Stetkar?  16 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Yes. 17 

MR. GILBERTSON:  There was one last slide.  18 

I -- 19 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Oh, I thought you went 20 

through that slide.  21 

(Laughter.) 22 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I am sorry, I -- 23 

MR. GILBERTSON:  So we went over really 24 

these two slides, 11 and 12, so I just wanted to show 25 
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the path for the last one.  1 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Okay.  I am sorry. 2 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Really, I just want to 3 

point out that we have a public meeting scheduled for 4 

September 1st, and that is when industry is going to go 5 

over and present their example to us. 6 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I am sorry, Anders -- 7 

MR. GILBERTSON:  That's okay -- 8 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- I --  9 

MR. GILBERTSON:  -- that's all right.  10 

It's a very simple message.  11 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  -- skipped right past 12 

that.  We got it. 13 

MR. GILBERTSON:  That was it. 14 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  September 1st.  15 

MR. GILBERTSON:  Yes. 16 

PARTICIPANT:  There goes my Christmas 17 

bonus.  18 

(Laughter.) 19 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Start, Joy, do you have 20 

any comments, final comments?  21 

MEMBER REMPE:  Well, I wanted to thank you 22 

for your efforts to present this.  I missed the earlier 23 

meeting on this topic, so I found this meeting very 24 

useful.  And actually, I think it is great that you're 25 
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giving us draft language so that we can provide our input 1 

early, and so I think that is very helpful. 2 

I would like to encourage you if you can to 3 

accommodate some of those beyond-scope items, if it's 4 

possible.  Thanks.  5 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Jose?  6 

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I have no comments.  7 

This is not my area of expertise, and I am just trying 8 

to learn.  9 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Dr. Bley? 10 

MEMBER BLEY:  I was at the last meeting, 11 

and I still found it interesting today, thanks.  12 

Nothing beyond what I have said earlier.  Thank you. 13 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Ron?  14 

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Yeah, I'd like to echo 15 

Joy's comments.  I think that if it's, you know, not 16 

addressing some of these things that are fairly easy to 17 

address and would -- that would make things easier going 18 

forward, just because there is a deadline which you've 19 

been ordered to meet, if there's a good justification 20 

for doing that, I suspect that the management would, 21 

with probably some restrictions, say okay, so I would 22 

encourage you to do as much of that as possible.  23 

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  And the final comment, 24 

I'd like to thank the staff.  I think that this was a 25 
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-- a good presentation.  It is clear that a lot of effort 1 

went into this work on defense-in-depth.  I think that 2 

you have -- you have done a very admirable job on 3 

condensing an awful lot of information and concepts into 4 

a -- a pretty concise and coherent set of things to think 5 

about, and I think the staff should be applauded for 6 

that.  It has brought together a lot of things in one 7 

place in a form that is, I think, very, very well 8 

presented in general. 9 

That being said, you know, I will just 10 

reiterate some of my comments about users of this 11 

guidance.  Both the industry and staff reviewers should 12 

have a reasonably clear sense of what the expectations 13 

are on both sides, and I think that a little bit more 14 

clarity, not in the sense of bright line pass/fail 15 

criteria, if you do (a), (b), (c), then you pass, and 16 

if you don't do (c), you absolutely fail, but a little 17 

bit better guidance on what the expectations are for 18 

each of those factors might help. 19 

And I think it -- I think, to a greater or 20 

lesser extent, you have got it on some and not on some 21 

of the others, so as you go forward and interact with 22 

the industry and have your own internal meetings, if you 23 

keep that in mind, I think -- I think you come out with 24 

a very, very good product.  25 
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If there is nothing else, we are adjourned.   1 

(Whereupon, the meeting went off the record 2 

at 10:08 a.m.)  3 
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Background
• 2011, SRM-SECY-11-0014:  Revise RG 1.174, “…using 

precise language to assure the defense-in-depth philosophy 
is interpreted and implemented consistently…”

• Developed proposed draft of RG 1.174, Revision 3, as      
DG-1285 for public review and comment

• RG 1.174, Revision 3, was delayed due to ongoing work on 
defense-in-depth (DID) under Near Term Task Force 
Recommendation 1 and the Risk Management Regulatory 
Framework

• 2016, SRM-SECY-15-0168: “…expeditiously complete the 
revision to Regulatory Guide 1.174 on defense-in-depth, in 
order to improve the clarity of the guidance…”
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Background (cont’)

• Inter-Office Working Group formed (RES, NRR, 
NRO, and OGC; NMSS, NSIR observing)

• Inter-Office Division-Level Steering Committee 
(RES/DRA, NRR/DRA, and NRO/DSRA)
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Background (cont’)

• Current scope of effort:
– Revise DID guidance in DG-1285, DG-1286, DG-1287, 

and DG-1288
– Develop language on transitioning from large release 

frequency and conditional containment failure 
probability to large early release frequency for new 
reactors (SRM-SECY-10-0121; SRM-SECY-12-0081 
Options 2C)

– Develop language on containment performance 
expectations for new reactors (SRM-SECY-12-0081 
Options 2C)
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Status Update (cont’)

• Three public meetings held to obtain 
stakeholder feedback
– NRC has been sharing works in progress with 

stakeholders
– Overall interactions with stakeholders have been 

productive
– Received specific feedback on DID evaluation 

factors
– Good discussions on examples
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Status Update (cont’)

• Recent industry feedback:
– Revised guidance is moving in the right direction
– Need to harmonize DID guidance in RG 1.174 and 

other internal NRC DID implementation guidance
– Concerned with interpretation of relative terms
– Need to distinguish between licensing actions for 

temporary and permanent changes
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Status Update
• Latest draft revision of DID guidance 

(ML16209A221) and draft language on the types 
of licensee-initiated changes (ML16209A220) 
made publicly available on 7/27/16
– Provides introduction and background discussions
– Defines each of the seven DID evaluation factors
– Provides guidance on the process of addressing all 

seven DID evaluation factors
– Provides draft language on the types of licensee-

initiated licensing basis changes
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Status Update (cont’)

• Stakeholder comments currently under review 
by RG 1.174 Working Group (WG)

• Industry stakeholders developing example(s) 
that demonstrates how to address all 
principles of the risk-informed decisionmaking 
(RIDM) process
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Beyond-Scope Items

• Beyond-scope item raised:
– Clarify guidance on how to evaluate all five principles of 

the RIDM process as opposed to only the DID principle
• Industry to provide example on RIDM process

– Develop or endorse guidance on risk aggregation
– Enhance existing language to further emphasize the 

“fuzzy” v. bright-line nature of the acceptance guidelines
– Adopt relevant and useful language from the NRC 

Standard Review Plan
– Create a stronger tie to NUREG-1855, “Guidance on the 

Treatment of Uncertainties Associated with PRAs in Risk-
Informed Decisionmaking”
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Beyond-Scope Items (cont’)

• Addressing the beyond-scope items in            
RG 1.174, Revision 3, would significantly 
extend the current schedule by several 
months

• Scope change would require Commission 
consent for an extension to the SRM delivery 
date
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Beyond-Scope Items (cont’)

• Other beyond-scope items that have been 
raised:
– Addressing risk significance for low-CDF reactors
– Achieving consistency with respect to DID in other 

regulatory guidance documents beyond RG 1.175, 
RG 1.177, and RG 1.178
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RG 1.174, Rev. 3 – Path Forward
• WG is evaluating stakeholder comments to 

determine if additional changes are warranted 
for the DID evaluation factors in DG-1285

• Public meeting scheduled for 9/1/16* to 
discuss the industry-proposed example
– WG to review industry-proposed example(s)
– Internal stakeholders to also be solicited for input

• WG to brief RISC on industry-proposed 
changes
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